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Making forest policies that help to bridge from the current situation to a sustainable future
sound scientific inf(>rmation. Too often, scientific information is available. yet policy
makers do not usc it. At a workshop in Denmark. attendees reviewed case studies where forest
science influenced forest policies and identified six major reasons for success. Three reasons
related to the role of people in protecting. managing and using forests. and ways in which
worked effectively with researchers and policy makers. Three reasons related to the nature of the
interaction between the science and policy arenas and the way in which those arenas were
organized and functioned. The scientific process is often considered to promote rational thought
and exploration of the unknown. An assumption that the policy-making process is equally
rational may be unwarranted. Values are central to the policy
process. Thus. scientists
who hope to be more efTeetive in spanning the boundaries between the scientific arena and the
policy arena constantly have to remember that scientific information in itself is not the primary
driver of policy change. Ker ll·ords: Forest
science
cmnmtmity.
ralur:s.
Correspondence to: R. W. Guldin. e-mail: rguldin(a fs.fed.us

SCIENCE- POLICY INTERFACES
An interface is a boundary between two systems that
arc often quite different. The nature of the boundary
between the systems can have a number of different
characteristics. For example. boundaries are someOther times.
times clearly visible with distinct
the boundaries arc zones whose
arc blurred or
indistinct. Some boundaries arc quite permeable. such
that things and information flows quickly and
between the two systems. Other boundaries are
constricted or restricted, makc\!,:t,1·rnc slow or difficult. Where the
interface between two information-based systems is
the information may need to
be transformed. translated.
some other form of assistance in
across the
zones at the science
mterfacc
unclear. indistinct zones. often somewhat
t
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impermeable to information flows. Within the policy
system, policy makers often do not have all the
scientific information they desire to quantify potential
outcomes and their associated risks and uncertainties.
Further. they may see individuals in the science system
as unwilling or unable to respond in a timely fashion
with data that would strengthen the foundation of the
policy-making process.
Within the science system. information relevant to
the policy issue may be a\ailable. but hurdles within
the science
interface or
process may hinder the flow
about the
of vital information from scientist to policy maker.
Sometimes. it may be necessary to transform or
the information if the information is to
flow
from scientists to
makers.
Without some form of assistance. the science may
never make it to
makers in time or in the form
needed to influence
In such cases, the scientists
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and their science may not be seen as sensitive or
relevant to the issues of
to
makers.
some researchers may wonder
their
have little influence on
rlrf'nP•nn the reasons
have little motivation to
or invisible to
their science
information to
makers.
When these situations occur at the interface between
forest science and forest policy, frustration often
on both sides of the interface. Better ways are
information across the forest
needed of
science-policy interface. Often, neither researchers
nor policy makers have the full suite of skills or all
the
needed to operate effectively or communicate clearly on both sides of the science~policy
interface. Few people exist who can span the boundary
between the science and policy
people who
of both systems. Guldin
speak the special
(2003) outlined the reasons why boundary spanners
are few and why information flows across the sciencepolicy interface are impeded.

THE SCIENCE~POLICY INTERFACE:
EMERGING LESSONS FROM THE
COPENHAGEN WORKSHOP
The case studies presented and discussed during the
third regional workshop of International Union of
Forest Research Organizations' (IUFRO's) Task Force
on the Science Policy Interface, held in Copenhagen
in June 2003. highlighted six broad themes that affect
the ease with which information flows back and forth
across the forest
interface. Three of
these themes had a strong focus on the people involved
m
and
and their
roles in
three
themes focused more on the scientific
processes and the roles and
researchers and
makers in
tion flows across the forest science
Each of the six themes is discussed in
the
subsections.
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Several case studies
societies and communities play in
attitudes about forests
\\'hen cultural
were
and
the alternative treatments to be
were more credible in the
then when the
foundation for
cultural dimensions were
research programmes
et aL
in southern Camerthat besides
the "'"''"""''"'u'
oon,
context. the wider socioeconomic and cultural values
communities need to be clearly understood.
The study by Flinkman
the necessary conditions for a "credible'· institutional
and low-cost
transactions for wood supply to construction wood
markets in Tanzania and argues that probably the best
contribution to socioeconomic development and sustainability should be met under institutional conditions that harmonize with the actors' ideological
attitudes and perceptions.
Researchers who invest effort to become culturally
aware and sensitive to alternative value systems, to
understand the depth of
that people have for
their
have been more successful in seeing their
results influence policy and be implemented on the
ground. This is illustrated in the study by Mvondo and
Oyono on the Dimako council forest in Cameroon in
its discussion on how the viewpoints and the needs of
the local communities are integrated in the decisionmaking process.
There is no substitute for scientists and policy
makers haYing a clear understanding about how
forests are perceived and valued by communities.
This is particularly the case in
where people
are highly dependent on forests to meet daily subsistence needs and/or
incomes from collection
and sale of forest products. In such cases. "'" .."'"'c•n
the
of forests to sustain the lives of residents is
valued as more important than
Of nn~'"'TV1
values. The
forest resources and
is
and
of the conflict between timber and nontimber forest
in the
Basin.
Forest researchers and
makers who are
sensitive to the cultural dimensions and subsistence
needs of forest residents and other
communities when
and
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will have more success than those who
overlook these realities. Indeed. scientists or policy
makers who are insensitive to these needs are often
and their
are
Local communities are very
facets of the forest are
to
life.
those facets are not
summarized for researchers· use. Thus. studies of
how communities use forests and the benefits
derive from them can be
studies of
new
or management activities. The study by
an
based
of
forest owners in Denmark to understand the
motivations of
!()rest owners. The main argument is that for policy instruments to be
they should motivate forest owners to
viour in agreement with forest policy
In
another qualitative case study by Hansen-M0ller and
Oustrup, in-depth interviews with JO')';, of the households next to an urban forest in a Copenhagen suburb
focused on the emotional aspects of visiting a forested
environment. the types of physical/functional activities
pursued and the symbolic connotations of the
forest
Researchers who can accurately evaluate the tmpacts of new activities and design approaches that
minimize or mitigate adverse impacts on those factors
that contribute to the quality of life of local communities will be more successful than researchers lacking
those skills. The implication for fi.1resters and forestry
schools is that they need to reach out beyond the
forest sector to understand the cultural dimensions of
ft)rests in addition to their ecological and economic
dimensions. Further. just as the
and economics of forestry change over time. so do cultural
dimensions. So foresters need to invest effort over
the course of their career in
abreast of how
cultures and values are
if they and their work
are to remain relevant and credibh: to communities
and individuals
The ralucs thar
communit ics

In many communities and in man) families. tradiconsidersome cultures and
communities. management
are handed down
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or
tollowed
Scientific results sugtried or that

and
traditions or mores. or in some cultures where
even
deceased individuals are venerated.
heretical. As a result. insensitive introduction or
.,,.,,,,_,,."of scientific results may impugn the scientific
method within these communities or families. Several
case studies reported that TEK remains an important
basis lor
forests. Ghazanfari et al. evaluate
traditional forest management
and their
effects on stand structure in the Kurdistan Province
(Iran) to understand better how such practices can be
used to meet the diverse forest product needs of local
communities and minimize conflicts with the Forest
Service. From the same region Pourhashemi et al.
recommend complementing traditional forest management practices with modern scientific surveys such as
site potential evaluations and classification of Forest
vegetation to avoid degradation and as. an important
step in the development of improved forest management plans in the region.
TEK condenses much wisdom from past generations. Learning how to expand and deepen our current
understanding of that wisdom is a
challenge, both
for researchers and for policy makers. Developing
ways of integrating TEK with knowledge developed
using the scientific method is an ongoing challenge.
one that must be adapted to the cultures and communities where the TEK resides.
Conflicts often arise between traditional uses and
new uses of forests. In developed countries. the
conflicts may be driven by. among other things.
111
or consumer
In
less developed countries, conflicts may be driven
to
the
the same
but the
conflicts that work well in
may
resolution ·or,nr''""'"
situation. Mvondo and
forest co-managem~nt. on
tools which have not been
nm\
'·normal science",
makers in Cameroon. Conflict resolution
need to be
to be "fair" in the sense
that cultural values and traditional
are
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in the conflict resolution process and not
or ··vetoed'"
scientific information. If
scientific information or the scientific method is seen
as
traditional
or cultural
the
then the local community may
scientific method and a conflict resolution process
as
based on scientific information may be
unfair.
Science should reflect the breadth of public values.
If
are too narrow or one-sided. if
do
not include or respect TEK or community
then
the public will not accept the results or uvliL.tc"
on those results. When implementing the scientific
method. scientists should seek the participation of
local communities in designing the experiments.
Further. scientists should take positive steps ro honour
and respect the community's views throughout the
research process and even into the policy-making
process. This requires scientists to have a cultural
and political astuteness for working with people from
different backgrounds and cultures. and an understanding of how to incorporate the views and values of
outside parties into the scientific process. By turning
participants into stakeholders. the credibility of
science and the scientific method is enhanced.
The wlues that people both influemial indiriduals and
communities
hold regarding the protection, management and use off(wests are important determinants of
whether policies are seen as crcdihle and a useful basis
for improring the quality ojpeople ·s /ires
Two different types of community are very important
to the policy-making process: communities of place
and communities of interest. A community of place is
a village, town or city: a specific geographic location
where people of diverse vie\vpoints and values live
their lives. The aggregate views of the residents in a
community of place form a set of values regarding
forests near the community. In contrast. a community
of interest is a group of people who share similar
values but are geographically dispersed. An
of a community of interest. People
share the values
In many of the case studies
communities of interest
nities of
in the political
and influence in policy
Masozera and Alavalapati argue in their case
from the
Forest Reserve. Rwanda. that conservation of biodif()rest areas will be more challenll1
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if local communities are heavily
on
them for energy, nutritionaL medicinal and other
subsistence needs. In a
different part of
the world. Jensen and Koch
in their study on 25
yrs of forest recreation research in Denmark and its
influence on forest
that
1s
to
bear
costs to cater to the public need for
that surfaced in several of the papers
were whether it was fair for one
to
be more influential than others, and what role science
and scientists have in
a "level
field"
where communities of place could enjoy equivalent
influence.
Ongoing multi-stakeholder processes that
government representatives and non-governmental
organizations together in focused dialogues about
the future of forests are very valuable in building trust
and knowledge essential for developing and implementing effective policies. In his study of bark harvesting for traditional medicine in the Umzimkulu forests
of South Africa, Geldenhuys documents an effective
strategy for moving away from illegal resource degradation towards sustainable participatory forest resource management.
In most societies, governments are the ultimate
expression of the aggregated values of both communities of place and communities of interest. Most of
the tension encountered by governmental policy
makers revolves around the balancing of interests
among communities of place (constituents organized
geographically) and communities of interest (constituents organized by shared values). Often. the communities of place. with their diverse suites of values,
arc less well organized and lack a common voice. so
their interests arc not so clearly heard by policy
makers.
Communities of interest are better organized and
have a unified common voice, so their interests are
more clearly heard by
makers. Multi-stakeholder dialogues where the range of communities of
place and interest are well r.'r'n'''"n
more useful forum for
policy
building support than other ways of
support and values. In
multi-stakeholder
can help to level the
field
all
with the same data
forest conditions and trends. Common
about forest conditions and trends forms
the best basis lor informed
about desired
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future
risks and uneertainties that ""'"m""'
the desired futures.
where all
different

situations:
conditions
in
detrimental to current
values. In either
values are central to the
process. The
information not the nn.n,u·u
scientific information is at best information
that illuminates the fact that values are enan:gm:g
that forest conditions are
For
shed
m

environmental
detrimental to current values have been discovered.
The role of new scientific information is THITII.:4n
the foundation for
about oolltcues
a second order effect on
than
case
that in southern
by national macroeconomic
been
in forest research. He
rather than
recommends that countries ought to foster research ~
interfaces by deliberate
such as those
natural resources forums.
groups,
and similar structures and institutions.
all case studies
other informaIn
tion besides scientific information
of a
scientific information
indicates an mc·onmlete unt1;>,·<:tc•nr!
process.
""'a""""

research needs and
allianees with
has
successfuL
do this hard work of condensaStaff members often are very
values
of issues very welL What
lack is
of the scientific

an
information.
Scientists who are both
needed.

is the
scientists. Scientists

for in that
lie kernels of wisdom about what values
the policy process and what percepaccurate or not. exist. Only after
can the scientist
to assemble the
information pertinent to the
into a
who are
tUI'rnP•rn•l1!tf''7 et al, report 011 the
within
the Czech Republic. Poland, Romania and Slovakia.
where forest scientists and
have develto

management
Some scientists misunderstand their role in the
process. Their role not to become an advocate
advocate
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a constructin: and etTcctivc role in
scientific

SGmcl J

and financial support also dethe
blend of these

the

issues
in resource conditions. economies, and societies, and values.
that certain
may occur, scientific
tions must be able to launch studies and generate
results far
in advance to
the basis for
responses to the
become insurmountable.
Scientific
that have been adept at
the future arc those that have flexible and
resilient research and development programmes with
both a
vision and the ability to deliver
relevant short-term results. Flexible and resilient
organizations are able to adapt easily to changes in
priorities as issues emerge and potential changes are
identified. They have a broad array of expertise in their
scientific cadre and a strong network of partnerships
with other research organizations to augment their inhouse talent. which contribute to resilience. They also
control their staffing and overhead costs to ensure that
sufficient operating funds exist to move quickly into
new research studies. They set clear expectations for
their researchers that changes in research priorities will
occur and rapid responses are necessary. Keeping
reasonable operating budgets and creating the expectation that changes in research focus will occur
contribute to flexibility.
Scientific organizations with a long-term vision that
arc also able continuously to deliver short-term
relevant results are most influential. The ability to
deliver short-term results without a long-term vision
leads to a lack of focus and the sense that the
organization is adrift on a windy sea. heading whichever way the wind blows. That detracts from credibility and trust. Focusing so intently on long-term
that useful results are not delivered that
to current issues makes an
irrele\ ant. A balanced blend is essentiaL An
vision that emertion must have sutTicient

must
contemporar)
issues
applied research and
ment acthities. In short. the best scientific
tions are
at both
and tactical Issues.

4i (2004)

problems
many facets. To be successful. research
teams studying
need experts in
ditrercnt
so that work can
simultaon the many diiTerent facets of the problem.
Research administrators have advocated multidisciplinary teams for some time. but have
defined too
the spectrum of disciplines
needed. For example. it has often been
that
watershed issues require expertise beyond hydrology. Yet in thinking about the other
needed. limiting the spectrum to other
ecological (e.g. silviculture) or biophysical
soils.
water chemistry or soil microbiology) sciences may be
too narrow. To apply research results at spatial scales
above the stand level often requires expertise from the
economic and social disciplines. More recently, information management expertise
geospatial and
remote sensing) is becoming of increasing importance.
The study by Strange et al. on biodiversity conservation in Danish natural forests recommends an interdisciplinary approach. but cautions that the
integration of economics and biodiversity information
leads to a trade-off between potential costs in the
design of reserve networks and species survival.
Further. ideas on how these skills should be
deployed have been changing. In the past. team
members met occasionally to co-ordinate their activities. Outside the team
the experts tended to
work by themselves on their own distinct tasks. This
led to results that were somewhat separable (silviculture findings for the silviculturalists). with some
con~ideration of the spillover impacts in other areas
(that the recommended
approaches would
generate soil erosion impacts of a certain leveL and the
soil scientists would then propose activities to mitigate
Each
for a
adverse
distinct subset of the overall
of recommendations. The notion of
results was more
a thin veneer.
a set of relati\ely distinct and
module~ of recommendations
scientific
than
from top to
bottom. What is needed for future research is an
nnn"wn that
from the starL
more
The experts
need to work
team.
!SSUCS
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and
modules. The
a group, tl.1r the set of
of

'

'

skills to coach. mentor and blend the diverse talents
and
team. This is
true where the research
responsible for
the study lacks some of the necessary
and
those skills are
from other
or
through partnership
or
contracts. In this situation. the need to work across
organizational cultures is an added challenge.
Several case studies illustrated the point that interdisciplinary research is becoming critical to success.
that the array of skills needed to attack complex
problems is broader today than it has been in the past.
and that the team leadership skills needed to work
across organizational boundaries are important (sec
Strange et al. and Bytnerowicz et al. ). Discussions at
the workshop emphasized that the importance of these
factors will increase in the future.
Forest research institurimzs that are seen as independent,
nclllral and unbiased are more
in .lptmning the
boundaries belln'erl science and policy than research
institutions that lack these characteristics

A particularly strong conclusion of the Copenhagen
workshop was that the organizational structure and
independence of the research enterprise has a strong
influence on the credibility and standing of forest
research in the policy arena. The task force's earlier
(2002) workshop in India came to virtually the same
conclusion.
The
of
means that the
researchers are free to dra\\ \Vhatever conclusions
their data
and to report their results without
makers to alter
an
their
makers
and science in
conclude thaL since its
establishment in 1990. the Ministerial Conference on
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dclibcradent !()rest science to
!ions.
When
makers direct what the results should
be. often to buttress
decisions or
researchers have lost their
of
and trust.

are

effect on the institution's
reputation can spread well beyond the particular
research field. Loss of objectivity by a
forestry student or faculty member can affect not
only the forestry schoors reputation, but also the
reputation of the entire university. Similarly, loss of
objectivity by a government agency researcher can
affect the reputation of all the
programmes
and even undermine public trust in the current
government administration or in government as a
whole.
Trust and credibility arc the accumulated perceptions of many people over long periods. They arc slow
to accumulate. over years and decades. and easy to
tear down. often through a single study. Therefore,
f()rcst researchers and research administrators as well
as forest policy makers must take special care to
conscne and protect trust and credibility. Both groups
have special roles. Researchers and research administrators should ensure that the whole scientific process
is followed. Peer review is the most widely accepted
and etTcctive approach for independently validating
the reasonableness of a study·s findings. Researchers
should also avoid becoming advocates for particular
policy
and administrators should rein in
researchers who stray over the line and become
ad\ocates.
is inconsistent with objectivity.
Policy makers should limit their intluencc to
for research studies and
to
the
escs to b..: tested, but should then assume a hands-otr
until after the conclusions haYe been drawn
and
peer review. At that
the results can
be considered.
with other information.
part
of the
process.
to
interfere with research studies and
lead to loss of
results should be will
and
the
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and trust of the publit: in the researcher and
the policy maker too.
and
Peterson and
for
conclude in their
Assessment
on the National Acid
(NAPAP) in the USA
policy

science
necessary to
debate.
can take to increase the credibility
and trust placed in their forest research institutions. In
the discussions
the presentations of several
case studies.
were provided of national
councils or roundtables of forest stakeholders that
have successfully elevated the standing and
of
forest research within federal and state governments.
Stakeholder groups can also prove effective in providing support and political cover for research and
development on institutional arrangements, policymaking structures and governance issues that the
research institutions by themselves may not be able
or willing to undertake without this external political
support. Instances were cited where ineffective policies
had their genesis in ineffective or inappropriate policymaking processes or institutions. and where research
into alternative processes and institutional structures
led to overall improvements in policies and ultimately
public satisfaction with changes in forest conditions,
as in the study by Flinkman.
Finally. cases were cited where institutional arrangements were ignored or neglected during periods of
dynamic change. more typically radical or revolutionary
rather than evolutionary change. In their
study on international assistance to the Lithuanian
sector, Brukas and Hjorts0 conclude that the
an
rapid change in the institutional context
additional etlort from donor
to learn and
adapt to new
This is a strong argument in
favour of more active collaboration with local stakeholders combined with a flexible use of project
najgernerH methods.
Failing to consider or account for institutional
when planning or
or worse. when
to
situations where the self-interest of individual
is elevated
the interests of communities of
both place and interest The time is
when so..:ial
and economic systems, where institutions

4) (:'004)

operate. can be overlooked and only
solutions can be proposed. The likelihood of success in
both the research and
processes is
enhanced when institutional arrangements are
into the processes. The likelihood of
success grows even further when the full suite of
considerations from the economic and social
rs
with the
system considerations
in the research and
processes.

CONCLUSIONS
A common thread running through the six broad
lessons discussed above is that both researchers and
policy makers continually need to reassess long-held
assumptions. Of particular importance are assumptions about forest conditions, about public values. and
about the effectiveness of management activities and
past policies in influencing forest conditions and
serving public values.
Sound resource inventory information is needed
about the conditions of forests and recent trends.
Trend changes are often evolutionary rather than
revolutionary and only dedicated programmes that
remeasure and reassess conditions periodically over
time can provide early warnings of undesirable
changes when they are easiest to mitigate. This means
that countries should invest in inventory and monitoring programmes that make and keep current assessments of condition as the foundation for forest policy
making. Making policy without information on the
current conditions and recent trends in forests is
fraught with danger.
Evaluating and testing current assumptions are vital
steps to becoming a learning organization. Results of
the research and policy analyses may validate these
assumptions. The results may also suggest adjustments
or alternatives that need to be considered. Public
values can
as well as forest conditions. and
both types of change warrant a re-examination of past
management actions and policies to determine
whether
should be continued or
to the
new situation. Research institutions have a vital role in
helping to illuminate the
of policy
forest conditions and
and
a
feedback loop to both
scientists.
Sometimes, these
must be traced
second and third order
and other systems and
sectors to track their ultimate and cumulative effects.
A second common thread is that people are
who live in or near the forest and
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use it ft)f various purposes as well as
who care
about the forest from afar.
and the values
hold
forests should
to
in future
values.
among communities of interest and communities of
to the success of both
This
searchers need to understand the
nomic and social systems as wdl as
because these three systems are
actions in any one will
Thirdly, the importance of
from a multidisciplinary to an interdisciplinary approach to research cannot be
Interdisciplinary
science teams are essential for
complex
nal and global issues. and will only become more so in
the future. Team members need to be assembled from
all three systems ecologicaL economic and social
to provide the diversity of expertise needed. Further.
most of the issues are so complex that it will typically
to study them fully. This
take a decade. or
means that provisions are necessary to avoid losing
momentum when people leave early or come into
interdisciplinary studies midstream. The days of the
lone researcher are past. The days when a single
institution can successfully take on complex issues are
also rapidly waning. Institutional and national capacities to conduct research need to take these interdisciplinary needs into account and restructure
themselves accordingly to take a more networked
approach to future research and policy initiatives.
One of the challenges for IUFRO is to share its
success stories of working across cultures: not only
organizational cultures within a country. but also
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and social cultures among many countries. The need to
to
borders as
as
ll1

networks of
IUFRO has

forces that
across
more
than was
possible within the traditional discipline-based divisional structure.
Finally, although the
of the scientific process
is intended to promote rational thought and explorathat the policy-making
tion of the unknown.
process is equally rational may be unwarranted.
People who successfully span the boundaries between
the scientific arena and the policy arena haYe learned
to liYe with this dichotomy. That does not make one
right and the other wrong. It just makes them
different. Scientists who hope to be eiTective boundary
spanners between forest science and forest policy need
to learn how to celebrate the differences between the
two.
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